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I INTRODUCTION
1. Previous Hi~tory•
•'1. study of the problem of fO~'ecusting minimum temperature was started
by the United i:)tates Vleather Bureau at the turn of the century in order to
assi~t the fruit and truck garden farmers in protecting their crops
against frost. ~pecial temperature forecasting station~ were established
and as a result numerous empirical mathematical formulas [12J were developed
by these stations for their p-rticul~r region. However the fo~mulas
developed were generally identic....l in p~,incipal, the minimum temperature
utiua.lly being exp~es~ed u.s some function of the preceding temperature and
hygrometric data.
During the last twenty years theoretical investiga.tions of the
nocturnal radiutional full of temperature at the earth~B surface have been
presented by several meteorologists. The theories of Brunt [3 J , Philipps
[lOJ, a.nd Groen [7] i.l.re of especi""l interest and will be p.t'e;;;en1.ed in
Ch...ptel° II ~
The development 01' Elsasser IS Ru.diation churt [6] wus a great step
toward finding more accurately the temper~ture change due to nocturnal
radiation. However to be of practical use more frequent soundings must be
mude.
2. Probelm involved.
The change in temperature during the night at a given locution on the
surface of the earth is caused by one or more of the follOWing processes:
(a) terrestrial radiation, (b) advection of warmer or colder air, (c)
vertical heat transport due to turbulence, (d) local surface effects such
as tho~e of lakes, bays, islands and peninsulas, (e) evapor'ation cooling
and condensation heating.
1
This paper deals only with the temperature changes caused by terres-
trial radiation and vertical heat transport. For a discussion of the
ch~ges due to advection. local surface effects and evaporation cooling. the
reader is referred to Byers [4J.
3. Suinl'llary.
It is the purpooe of this paper to develop a convenient method of
forecasting minimum temperature using the theoretical and empirical know-
ledge as presented in the following chapter. It is to be noted that this
work is based on data from the Patuxent River Naval Air ~tation on the
Chesape~e Bay. jmother purpose is to determine which of the theoretical
and empirical rules might lead to a good forecast of nocturnal radiational
cooling at a station having largely a muritime exposure.
-2-
II THEORETIC.u, XND EMPIRICAL KNOWLEDGE
1. Theoretical formulas.
The theories on nocturnal radiational fall of temperature as derived
by Brunt L3 J t Philipps [10], and Groen [7J, originate from the equation
of the energy balance at the earth's surface.
B:R-A-C
Vfuera B is the heat flux density in the ground, R is the flux density
of effective radi ation from the earth I s surface, .A is the flux densi ty due
to eddy conduction in the air, and C is the heat flux denisty arising from
the condensation of water vapor at the earth's surface; heat flux density
is understood to mean the energy transport per unit area.
The heat flux density in the ground may be v~itten;
B • -p c.. K (rr)·
I I I ()z. 0
Where ~ is the density, c, ' is the specific heat and k, is the
specific molecular conductiVity of heat of the soil.
In all the theories given below the follovling basic assumptions were
made ;.
(1) The night is uniform in regard to air maSS properties and cloudiness.
(2) The ground is homogeneous so th~t surface temperature variations
are gove~ned by the simple equation of conductivity of heat.
(3) The initial temper'-lture of the soil is constant with depth.
T : constant
3
(4) No condens~tion or evaporation occurs. (0 = 0)
a. Bruntls formula.
In addition to the basic assumption given above, Brunt [;] made the
further assumptions that R is oonstant with respect to time and that A • O.
From these given conditions Brunt obtained his well known formula.
b. Philipps' formula.
Philipps (10) also made the assumption that R· is constant::with re-
./
spect to time; but he took into account t.he eddy conductivity term A, by
assuning that there is a heat transport in the air obeying an equation
similar to (4). With these given conditions he obtained the equation.
(6)
Where PaiS the density, cais the specific heat and k~s t.he specific
eddy conductivity of heat in the air.
c. Groen I $lformula.
Groen [7] in developing his formula, assumed a variable R, , but ot.her-
wise made the same assumptions as Brunt. With t.hese assumptions he arrived
at t.he following formula:
l\T - R i..[ 2 (f -it ) (e -ff. )2. 4- ( .E... )Y
- T Vii' P,C,YK, - {',c,n, .,. 3fi f P,c,iK, .•..• ] (7)
Where Ri. is the initial value of the effective radiation at sunset and f is
the rate of change of the effective radiation. If the rate of change of the
radiation (f) is small so that second and higher order terms may be
neglected, equation (7) reduces to Brunt's formula.
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d. Formula for variable R with .i not equal to zero.
It is easy to see thut ~f we make the same assumption as for
Philipps' formula, but use a variable R as Groen suggested we arrive at
the following formula:
(e)
In thi~ case if the rate of change of the radiation is small, the
equation reduces to Philipps' formula.
2. Empirical values of the soil and air constants.
The so-called soil constants ( f.' c, • k, ,) in the above formula
are unfortundtely only constant for a given soil under given conditions.
Therefore these constants vary with change of soil from one region to
another; and even from d""y to day 'when there is a change of moisture content
of the ground. Values of these soll constants have been computed for
different soils under dil"ferent conditions and are given in tables 1 to 5
of Jacobs paper (9). However the soils surrounding a given region consist
of ~ny different types and they all influence the air temperature that ls
measured at the thermoscreen.
In using Philipps' formula it i~ also necessary to know the air
constants (Pa.., c.a... I Ka.).
The values of density ( fa.. ) and specific heat, (c a...) at constant
pressure, are easily found from the given conditions of the air. The eddy
conductivity (~a-) however, varies with the wind velocities and various
empirical values have been obtained for different wind velocities. Taylor's
estim....tes [llJ of the magnitude of ka.. as obtained over the Grand Banks
.
of Newfoundl....nd and Dobson's estimates [5] of ka. over lund are given in
Table I.
5
Table I. Values of kJ01' vi:4rious winds.
Wind (Beauford i::lc<l.1e) 1 2 3 5 7
Taylor's value c.rn~sec..
.,
10" 1031 x 10 ,2 x 3 x
4- 4- 4-Dobson's va.lue cm7-'sec. 2.72xlO 4.51xlO 5.38X10
It may be noted that Taylor's v....lues of ka..are very much sm...1ler
than tho~e of Dob~on's. The difference may be ascribed to stability in the
surface inversion. Thus it is eVident that the value of ka.will vury with
different regions and different seasons.
Philipps using values of fa.. and C a for dry air at standard pressure
and temperature computed values of the comblned soil and air constants for
different soils, vmich are given in Table II.
3. Empiric....l v.... luas of the effective radiation on clear nights.
The effective radiation R is understood to be the outgoing radia.tion
I
of the earth minus the incoming radiation from the atmosphere R
(9)
There have been several empiric~l formulas derived, based on surface
conditions of vapor pressure (e), and temperature. The best known formulas
are those of .Angstrom l11 • Brunt [3] t and Elsasser (6J t which are given
below \nth their constants.
Angstrom's
.. -Y"e
R I Ii 6 T (a - b ·10 )
a =0.25 b • 0.32
Brunt's (11)
a =0.44 b • 0.080
Elsasser's
a • 0.21 b • 0.22
In spite of apparent differences these formulas give about the same
results for observed values of vdpor pressure and temperature. As Brunt's
6
...:z
TABLE II. VALUES OF (C.f,{k, + Cif.....f'Fa.. )102 FOR DIFFERENT EDDY CONDUCTIVITIES AND FOR DIFFERENT
SOIL TYFE:;). cil..= 0.2396 gram-calories PL.- 1.3 • 10-3gram-cm- 3 Eddy conductivity (em/sec )
Soil type 0 7.7 3a~5 77 308 538 1000 2000 3000 2.724 4.51410 10
Sand 3.91 4.00 4.11 4.19 4.46 4.64 4.90 5.31 5.62 9.05 10.54
Moist sand 3.28 3.37 3.48 3.56 - 3.83 4.01 4.27 4.68 4.99 8.42 9.91
Sand stone 6.99 7.08 7.19 7.27 7.54 7.72 7.98 8.39 8.70 12.13 13.62
Rock gravel 4.72 4.81 4.92 5.00 5.27 5.45 5.71 6.12 6.43 9.86 11.35
Granite 7.04 7.13 7.24 7.32 7.59 7.77 8.03 8.44 8.75 12.18 13.• 67
Loamy soil 4.90 4.99 5.10 5.18 5.45 5.53 5.S9 6.30 6.61 10.04 11.35
.
Moor 4.23 4.32 4.43 4.51 4.78 4.96 5.22 5.63 5.94 9.37 10.86
formula will be used in the analysis, the values of the constants a and b
as determined by various investigators, are given in Table III.
Table III. Values for a and b for Brunt's Radiation Formula determined by
various investigators.
a b 1
- ab
Dines (Benson) 0.52 0.065 7.32 I
.itsklof (Upsala) 0.43 0.082 6.95
.Llngstrom (Bassour) 0.48 0.05S 8.97
.
Boutarie (France) 0.60 0~042 9.53
Robitsch (Lindenberg) 0.34 0.110 6.00
Ramanathan and Desai (Poona) 0.47 0.061 8.69 -
Means 0.44 0.080 7.0
The best method for determing the incoming radiation from the
atmosphere is the radiation churt method, since it is based on the upper
air moisture content as obtained by soundings. Elsasser's [6 J Radiation
I
chart is admirably suited to finding this value of R but it is necessary'
to have a sounding near sunset to be of use in forecasting. The effective
radiation, R , can be obtained from the chart Just as conveniently as the
radiation from the atmosphere. If Groen's formula is to be used it is also
necessary to take at least one tlore sounding during the night in order to
find the rate of change of the effective radiation. As to the method of
construction and use of the chart the reader is referred to papers by
Elsasser [ 6 1 •
4. Nocturnal radiation vdth cloudy skies.
With an overcast sky the incoming radiation from the atmosphere is
greatly increased because the cloud layer absorbs and radiates as a bluck
body at the temperature of the cloud base. Therefore the effective radi-
8
ation from the earth's surface is greatly decreased ','c'ith a resulting small
temperature ch~nge during the night. .~s the temperature normally decreases
\nth increasing height, the effective radiation vIill increase with the
height of the cloud.
The radiation from a partly cloudy sky may in general be v~itten as
follows:
I
R • R~+ m
where R: is the radiation from a clear sky, R~ is the radiation from an
overcast sky, and m is the fractional amount of cloudiness measured in
tenths of sky covered by cloud. From equation (9) the above equation (13)
may be transformed into terms of the effective radiation to give the
follovnng equation:
R :; R o + m (RIO - R 0 )
'\ihe~'e R., is the effectiva radi a tion wi th a clear sky and RIO vii th an over-
cast sky.
By using a radiation chart it is very easy to find the effective
radiation from bath a clear and overcast sky as we know the temperature at
the cloud height from the sounding.
For an empiric~l formula for effective radiation ,nth a cloudy sky,
using surface data, we assum~ that:
where d varies vnth the height of clouds.
Philipps (lOJ computed theoretical values for d assuming a surface
temperature of 2940 A and' a lapse rate of SO/km and obtained the follornng
results:
9
dOkm
1
2km
0.8.'3
Skm
0.62
8km
0.4S
The mean of Asklof's [21 and il.ngstrom' s [1] observ9.tional data gave
the following values:
d
l.S1'".lll
0.86
3km
0.7S
7km
These observed values agree very closely with the calculated values
of Philipps except for high clouds. The reason for this discrepancy i~ that
the cloud~ at this height are comparatively thin and do not radiate as a
bhl.ck body. Therefo.L'e above Skm it Vlould be better to use observed values
of d in finding the effective radidotion.
From equation (14) and.(lS) We arrive at the following empirical
formul~s for p_rtly cloudy skies:
R = R o ( 1 - md )
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III. A ::i'l'.ATISTIC.tiL "..NALYSIS OF THE NOCTURN.dL COOLING
As the rate of change of the effective radiation during the period
from sunset to sunrise is normally smull, except vith very calm conditions,
we ,nll use the average effective radiation, R, and assmne it to be constant
throughout this period.
From the theoretical and empiric~l knowledge presento~ in the previous
chC\ptel' it is evident that the formula for the change in temperature should
be of the following form:
I'mere 2F • _.~---=---=-
-{ff(P,c.-ffl, +fa.C.~
Thus the constant F will vary \tith different soils, condition of the
soil and different wind velocities.
In solving for tho effective radiation we may use either a radiation
chart, if soundings are avail~ble. or one of the empiric~l fOl~ulas for
the effective radiation if only surface data is available. ~e therefore
have two distinct methods of solVing for the temperature change.
1. Radiation formula method.
In .using the radiation formula method we may use anyone of the radi-
ation formulas (10, 11, 12) presented in the preceding chapter. For this
analysis, Brunt's formultl. (11) wa~ used for its convenience in computation.
For clear skies the formula for chu-nge in tempercl.ture will then be as
follows:
L) T = F cr T+ ( 1 - a - b -Ie )-It
4-
Let D • 28.0 6"F
- 4-
c1 T =D (2.~o) (1 - a - b -re )..[t
11
Let G • D (1 - a) H = Db
4-
T -t 2~0 ) (G - H -Ie)-[t
Using observed vu.lues of llT, T, e and t V'e can solve for G and H
for given ','iind velocities. Using the met~od of least squares, vulues of
G and H were computed for the months of August to November ove~ a period
of three years. From the vu.lues obtained, it was found conveniont to group
~iugU::>t with ::-Ieptember, and October with November. The results obtained
for these periods at different averuge vnnd velocities are given in Table
IV.
Table IV. Computed v".l ues of G and H for various vnnd velocities.
V/ind speed Number of
(Beau:Cort Scu-Ie) Observations e- H G/H
~l..ugust and tieptember
2 16 . 7.533 1.010 7.45
3 11 3.163 1.244 2.54
October and November
2 18 5.627 .710 7.92
3 12 6.626 1.2a4 5.16
4 5 10.251 2.92 3.51
Comparing the ratio G/H With the ration 1 - a from Brunt's formula,
b
(Table III), it is found that they agree quite closely for low wind
veloci-ties. The deviations with higher wind veloc!ties are attributed to
the smaller nucber of observations and the greater possibility of ad-
vection at these higher wind velocities.
The mean val ues of a and b vlill therefore be used with a parameter D
thu.t varies with wind veloci ty and Soil condi tinns. Thus our equation
becomes:
12
(
_ 4-
.6 T =D --!...:.-) (0.56 - 0.08Q.ie) It
280
(21)
Jacobs [8] in his paper has computed a table and constructed a
graph based on a mean temperature of 2800 A and a D of 12.;0 °o/hrt,
which gives the temperature fall at a given time after sunset. He has also
computed a table and graph which gives a correction factor for mean tem-
peratures Tdiffering from 280°1.
Using Jacobs' diagram (Figure 1), we will obtain aATgbased on a
fixed D of 12.;0 °C/h~t. In order to find a correction factor for different
soil and wind conditions we will solve the following equation for M.
L\T = MAT·· where M= D
g 12.; (22)
Figure 2 is a graphical plot ofATg versusAT for the months of
August and September with wind velocity of Beaufort force 2.
From observed data of4T, Td , T and t we obtain values of M as given
in Table V.
Table V. Computed values of M.
Wind spe.ed Number of Standard
(Beaufort Bca1e) Observations M Deviation
August and Seotember
2 16 .655 .0866
; 11 .552 .0700
October and November
-
2 18 .486 .0980
; 12 ·;50 .08;7
4 5 .287 .1072
The decrease in M from August to November indicates a ~reater per-
centage of moisture in the soil in the later months. The decre~se in M with
increasing wind velocity indicates an eddy conductivity in the air of the
order given by Dobson's data in Table I.
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Wi th the villue s of 11 given in T:,ble V we can solve for the effect of
cloud cover by the use of the empirical equations (16), G7), and (22) given
in the preVious chapter. The result is:
6 T = (1 - rod) UATg
~T here refers to partly cloudy conditions ilnd 6Tg is the clear sky
value obtained from Jacobs· diagram. From the observed data we solved the
above equation for values of d for low, medium and high clouds. These
vulues agreed fairly closely vii th the observed v..l.lues of .'1.sklof (2) t and
are compared in Table VI.
Table VI. Computed values of d.
Low lliddle High
Patuxent River .92 .78 .09
.t1.sklof·s .86 .75 .20
2. Radiation chiJ.rt method.
Using EIsasGer·s Radiation chart as suggested in the preceding chapter,
it is ver'y easy to find the effective radio.tion for both a clear and over-
cast sky from the sounding. Unfortunately, soundings ure not available fo~
Patuxent River and it Vias necessary to use soundings at \'iilshington 50 miles
to the northwest. No soundings were taken at sunset, therefore the 2300 EoT
soundings were used. Radiation was assumed to be constant throughout the
night.
In solving for the effective radiation we will use formula (14) for
low and middle cloudS.
Ho•• ever in view of the fact that high clouds are rel,-,tively thin and
do not radiate as a black body, we will use the empirical formula (16) for
16
TABLE VII. TYPICAL COMPUTATIONS OF u FROM GIVEN ::}OUNDING
, , I I
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
p(mb) TOe uI Mea.n LV Ap .[P7Po moist. u
-
1018 23 13.5 0.00
13.1 18 1.00 .24
1000 23 12.7 0.24
11.6 64 .98 .73
936 20 10.4 0.97
9.8 46 .96 .43
890 16 9.3 1.40
7.8 26 .94 .19
864 16 6.2 1.59
7.1 14 .93 .09
850 15 7.9 1.68
6.2 20 .92 .11
830 15 4.6 1.79
4.4 65 ..59 .25
765 9 4.2 2.04
3.5 21 .87 .06
744 8 2.8 2.10
2.4 16 .86 .03
728 9 1.9 2.13
1.0 28 .84 .02
700 8
-
2.15
0.9 65 .82 .05
635 5 1.7 2.20
1.6 60 .77 .07
575 0 1.4 2.27
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FIGURE 3. TY.L'IC./,L (u,T) CURVE iLCi.''l':;:;T CIT AJ.-T ::.:c..di"SS:LR Hn:;:::I.ATIa~
CI-L\RT.
" ATMOSPHERtC 'RADIATION CHART +30"+2 +' to··2O'-W-40 '50'6O"-1W-WWATEQj
high clouds.
R = {l
The use of the radiation ch~t is expl~ined in detail in Elsasser's
paper (6] , but in order to sho .. how the effective radiation VlD.l:i obtained,
Table VII and Figure 3 are given ~s a typical example. The first three
columns are taken directly from the sounding. The next three were obtained
from thi~ data. The effective amount of moisture in each layer, column
seven, is the product of the figures of columns 4, 5, and 6 divided by 1000.
The moisture thickness, column 8 t is obtained by adding the values in column
-seven from the surface upward. The (Ut T) curve of state of the water vapor
atmosphere is then plotted on the radiation chart. The effective radia-
tion is then obtained from the churt by use of table on chart and measuring
irregul."r areas as indicated in Figure 3. With an overcust sky, the cloud
i~ assumed to radiute as a black body at the temperature at the base of the
cloud and the effective radiation would be as indicated in Figure 3.
Knov,ing ~T and t from observations and R from the radiation churt, we
can solve equation (17) for the constant F _for different wind velocities and
soil conditions.
Computing F for the month of .August we obtained values of F as given
in T~~ble VIII.
T"1.ble VIII. Computed values of F.
Wind Velocity (}F(BeaUfort scu.le) F
2 .154 .0224
3 .146 .0387
3. Results.
From thi~ an-lysi~ we find that both methods give results with about
the s~me degree ot.' accuracy. The radi.:..tion fo.t1uula method hO~Jevert 1s much
simpler and faster than the radiation chart method. Surface data only i8
needed in the radiation fonnula method, while the radiation chart method-
requires a sounding. Computation with the formula method is greatly re-
duced by the use of graphs, while the chart method involves measurement
of areas as well as long computation. Another disadvantage of the chart
method is the scarcity of radiosonde data and of low level soundings, both
in regard to location and to time.
Soundings could be used in conjuction with the radiation fonnula
method to find the temperature of the cloud base, and thus a more accurate
value of the oonstant d.
From equation (15) we have.
d :: 1 - RIo
Ro
(24)
The soundings analyzed were all similar to the typical example given
in Figure 3 in that the maximum moisture thickness was about 2.5 grams
per square centilueter and that the area between the curve of state (u,T)
and the maximum moisture thickness was approximately one calorie per square
centimeter per three hours. Table IX gives values of d for different mean
surface temperature and cloud temperatures, which were computed assuming
conditions as given above.
20
N
J--l
.
Table IX. Values of d.
Cloud
Tempen;, ture lieE.n surface teml-er~ture
40 30 20 10 .. 0 -10 -20
40 1.0
30 .819 1.0
20 .696 .812 1.0
10
·584 .682 .796 1.0
0 .484 .~65 .660 .778 1.0
-10 .400 .466 ·544 .642 .765 1.0
-20 ·322 .376 .440 .519 .617 .737 1.0
-30 .261 .304 .356 .421 .500 ·597 .723
/
-40 .203 .237 .277 .327
·39° .464 .563
IV. FOREC..I.tiTING THE llINI1IUl.1 TEiJPERiiTURE.
From the results of the analysis in the preoeeding ohapter, it is
evident that the mo~t convenient method of foreoasting the minimum tem-
perature is by/he radiation fOL'mula method.
1. Prooedure.
VIe enter Jaoob~' diagram (Figure l) with the dew point and the time
between sunset and sunrise and find 11 T8' Tijis tenn A Tg is then
corrected for the soil and wind conditions by multiplying by the vulue
M as previously computed from past data.
To oo... rect for expeoted cloud oover we multiply the produot obtained
above by the correction factor (I-md) where m is the amount of cloud oover
and d is a constant depending upon the height of the olouds. Table VI
will be used when soundings are not aVail~ble, and Table VIII will be
Uoed when soundings are available, to obtain the v~lue of d.
Referring again to Jaoobs' diagram (Figure 1) We find a correction
factor for the ,mean temperature during the night, which when multiplied by
the product obtained in the previous step vdll give the change in temper-
ature acoording to the rad.i~.tion fOL'mula.
This v~lue ofA~is then subtraoted from its observed surface tem-
perature at sunset to obtain the minimum temperature during the night.
2. Remarks.
In computing values of M for a station, it is recommended thut a d~y
to d~y record be kept of the value of M th~t woul~ huve given a correct
mini~um temperature, and to use the mean D for the expected vnnd velocity,
as obtained from the ten previous days haVing that velooity, for fore-
casting purposes. With thiti method it is believed that a more representative
value of D \till be obtained. By keeping a daily record it will also be
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possible to separate very moist conditions of the ground from the average
condition during each month.
When advection of warm or cold air is taking place this method ,till
,
not be valid unless some method, such as Byers' l4] is used to obtain the
temperature change due to advection. With advection of moist or dry air
an estimate must be made as to the expected average value of the dew point.
Care must also be exercised to eliminate changes in temperature due
to local effects. In this analysis the station was on a peninsula and
hwd water to the north, east. and south. Ho~ever for the period invest1-
gated wind direction did not appear to.influ9nce the temperature drop
during the night.
When the minimum temperature as computed by the above method is equal
to or less than the dew point at sunset, it is a good indication that
fog roi ght form. In this case the minimum temperature vlould be near the
dew point.
3. Results.
Following the procedure indicated above, minimum temperatures were
computed for the period from August to November 1946 at Patuxent River,
l!aryl_nd. Figure 4 is a graph shoWing the deviation of the computed from
the observed values of the minimum temperature for the period. Table X
is given to show more clearly the deviations by comparing the computed
values ofAT With the observed values of AT. This graph and table indicate
that 75% of the forecasted minimum temperature are within 20 of the
observed minimum temperature and that 92% are within 30 • A closer 1n-
spection of the changes in temperature due to advection, local effect, or
condensation should increase this accuracy.
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T.ABLE X. CUJ;PA.'=l.r SON OF FORECASTED AT \'11TH OBSERVED Ll T •
AT OBSERVED
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
5 2
6 1 1
7 2 1
8 3 2 5 2 1 2 1
H 9 2 1 1 1 1 1~~
Cf)
<t: 10 2 3 1 3 10
f:a 11 4 3 2 10
1ii
E-l 12 1 1 2 1
<J
13 1 2 1
14 1 1 1 1
I'
4. Conclusions.
Although the above method gives a good approximate value for the
temperature change from sunset to sunrise, there still exists the problem
of finding the temperature change from forecast time to sl1n:;;et. A similar
method of finding the temperature change using the radiation received from
the sun has been suggested but the variations of the solar radiation
received at the earth's surface makes this method too complicated to use.
If the time of malting the forecast is after the maximum temperature it
should be possible to make a good estimate of the temperature at sunset
from the temperature trace. Thus the radiation formula method of finding
the minimum temperature is of practical use only when forecasting at or
after time of maximum temperature.
Thi~ method of finding the change in temperature may also be used to
predict the time of formation of a radiational fog, by finding the time
24
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when the surface temperature vdll be equal to the expected dew point
temperature. In the same manner it would be possible to predict the time
of freezing temperutures so that fruit and truck garden farmers could
take steps to protect their crops •
•
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